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Eztrait d« « Comfflaniotions, tf 2i6, de J'OWnfatoire Roy*! de Beigique, 
Sirie Gfephy$iq«e, n* 69- V' Sympoiiuin iMcrnatton«! »ur I« mire« terrestr« » 

L. E. AI^OP and j, T, KUO 

SEMI-DIURNAL EARTH TIDAL COMPONENTS 
FOR VARIOUS EARTH MODELS " 

ABSTRACT 

Ulis stuay of the elastic deformation of the earth due to tidal generating 
potentials attempts to evaluate the possible cause for the discrepancy between 
die accumulated observational data of earth tides for the principal semi-diurnal 
idal constituent, M4, and die theoretical values. The characteristk numbers, 
h, kt and / of the earth are calculated for earth models consisting of velocities 
due to Jeffreys or Gutenberg with Bullen A or Bullen B density distribution. 
Hie computations were made using a modification of an earlier program for 
an IBM 7090 written for calculating the free periods of the earth. 

The characteristic numbers of the earth are nearly independent : (1) of 
the presence of the solid inner core for a wide range of the possible values of 
the outer core rigidity; (2) of either the Jeffreys or the Gutenberg velocity 
models, i.e., of the presence or absence of a low velocity channel in the upper 
mantle. A comparison of die theoretical gravimetric factors G calculated for 
a continental and an oceanic earth model with the observed gravimetric factors 
of die semi-diurnal tidal constituent, M,, obtained principally during the Inter- 
national Geophysical Year indicates that die differences in the observed values 
of G appear to be primarily due to the effects of the ocean and only second- 
arily to differences in the variation of the crustal structures. 

RESUME 

Cette etude de la deformation statique dc la terre due a dei potentieis 
g^n^rateurs de marees tente d'^valuer la cause possible du desaccord entre les 
observations accumulees de marees terrestres pour la composante principate 
semi-diume, M,, et les valeurs theoriques. Les nombres caracteristiquts, h, k, 

(•) Laiuont Geotogi«! Observatory - Columbia Uaiveraity, Palisades, New Yotk- 
ConUibution N* 744 

(••) This is condensed ffom the paper entitled « The Characteristic Numbers of 
.Semi Diurnal Earth Tidal Components for Various Earth Models», which will be 
published by Annales de Geophysique 
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« / de la teffe sont calcuWs pout des modeles terrestre? faits de vitesscs du« 
ä Jeffreys ou Guttaiberg avec une dcnsttc de distribution Bullen A oa Bullen B. 
Les calcuis ont (At falts en cmplc^rant une modification dun programme prfct 
dent pour un« IBM 7090 fcrit pour calculcr les periodes libr« de la terre. 

Les nombres caracteristiques de la terrs soni: presquc independants ; 1) de 
la presence d'un noyau interieur solide p«ir une grande 6chelk de valeurs pos- 
sibles de la rigidite du noyau exterieur; 2) des modeles de vitesse de Jeffreys 
ou de Gutenberg, c'«t-i-dit€. de la presence ou de l'absence d'un canal k faible 
vitesse dans k manteau superieur. Une compataison des facteurs gravimctri- 
qua theoriques G calcules pour un modele terrestre continental et pour un 
modele terrestre «ianique avec les facteurs graviroetriques oi»crvfe d'une 
composante de marfe semi-diurnc d>tcnue prindpakment dünnt rAnnfe G^o- 
physique Internationale indique que la difference dans les valeurs observees 
de G sacble etre due premi^rement aux effets de I'ocean et deuxiemement 
a des difference dans la variation de la structure de la cro&te terrestre. La 
presence du noyau intirieur solide n'a pratiquement pas d'influencc. 

INTHODUCnON 

One of the major problems arising in the study of earth tides is the dis- 
crepancy between die observed values of the characteristic oundwrs of the earth, 
vis, the Love numbers b and k, .A Schida's number /, as obtained from the 
accumulated data (Melchior, [7] ; Tomaschek, [18] and the theoretical values 

first calculated by Takeuchi [153). Th6 average observed values are apptoxi- 
mately 0.48, 0.29, and 0.05 for h, k, and /, respectively, while the theoretical 
values for the static case are 0.60, 0.28, and 0.08. The theoretical values were 
obtained for a model earth with oegligiible rigidity in the core at an infinite 
period. By increasing the core rigidity in the model, the theoretical values 
for h and k may be brought into agreement with the observational data, hit 
tiie value of the core rigidity required, 5 X 10" cgs units or greater corres- 
ponding to a shear wave velocity of 3.7 km/set: or greater, is too high on the 
basis of the present seismic evidence (Press [14]). For all of the models con- 
sidered, the value of / obtained was much great    than the observed values. 

As the majority of the existing earth tidal data have been obtained by 
stations located near to large bodies of water, it should be noted that some 
of the more recent measurements of tidal gravity of the semi-diurnal tide 
constituent obtained at inland stations agree quite well with the theoreticii 

values (Pariisfcy [12]). 
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The present study of dasdc defonmtion of the earth due to ddal geoen- 
tmg potentiais attempts to evaluate the possible «us« for the still existing 
discrepancy between the observed data and theoretical values for semi-diumal 
tides. The possibilities considered are : (1) the presence of a soUd inner core; 
(2) differences in the structure of the crust and upper mantle; (J) the proxi- 
mity of stations to large bodies of water. It is found that the last of the three 
possibilities has the greatest effect, and that the presence of a solid inner core 
has vetj little effect. 

MFTHOD OF COMPUTING CHARACTERISTIC NUMBERS 

The computer program used here to compute the values of the characte- 
ristic numbers of the earth, b, k, and /, is a modification of an earlier program 
(Alsop. [I, 2]) written for calculating the free periods of oscillation of the 
earth. 

For the present problem of the forced vibration of a sphere by an external 
potential of order n, the derivation of the appropriate boundary conditions 
at the surface, by matching internal and external potentials and their derivatives, 
U given by Takeuchi, Saito, and Kobyashi [17]. 

If die external potential is chosen, the expressions for the characteristic 
numbers h, k and / may be obtained. 

in this paper only external forcing potentials with a period of 12 hoars 
and öf order 2, corresponding to the semi-diurnal tide-producing potentials of 
the moon and the sun acting on the earth, and applicable to all semi-diurnal 
tidal constituents, will be considered. Neither the inner nor the outer core of 
the - arth is ever assumed to be a perfect liquid for these calculations; they 
always have some rigidity which may be very small, so that the complications 
introduced into the problem by a solid-liquid boundary at the coremantle inter- 
face are eliminated. 

EFFECT OF THE RIGIDHY OF THE OUTER AND INNER CORE 

ON THE CHARACTERISTIC NUMBERS 

Figure 1 shows the values of b, k and / for four earth models as a function 
of the rigidity of the core. These models use either Bulkn's mode! A or B for 
the density distribution within dw earth. The actual values used were taken 
from Alterman, Jarosch, and Pckeris [3], The model here oiled Bullen A 
corresponds to what Bullen [4] calls Hypothesis (i); the actual model BoUen A 
is defined by Bullen as lying midway between his Hypothesis (i) und (ii), and 
therefore has higher densities within the core than the model used for 
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calculations. Two of the models us« compwisiooal vdocities throughout the 

earth and shear velocities within the mande as givm by Jeffreys [6], The other 

two models use similar velocities as given by Guiosherg. Both of these velocity 
models are tabulated a Alterman, jarosch, tad Pekeris {"Jl."»??» rigidity of the 

eorire «we is assumed to be uniform for tibese «ikoittior» and is varied between 

almost zero and 10" cgs units. 
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Fig. I. — Valuet of k, k, and / as a function of the rigidity of the earth's core for 
several earth modelj. The points designated Takeadu are from Takeuchi [16}, 

The velocity model used has very little effect on the values of h, k and 
/. The values for the same density model but different velocity models almost 
coincide, and cannot be drawn separately in the figure. For this reason the 
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curves are identified only by the appropriate density model. As a compamoa 
the values previously obtained by Takeuchi [13] are indicated on Figure 1. 
The apparent discrepancy may be explained by : (I) Takeuchi's cakulations 
were toade for a density model which is slightly different from either of the 
two models u» ' here; (2) Takeuchi's cakuiahons woe made for an infinite 
pertod. 

To determine the effect of a solid inner core on the diarar ristk num- 
bers, calculations were made for the same four models assuming an overall 
rigidity for the inner core of 4 X 10" cgs units. The volume average rigidity 
of the total core was allowed to vary between the values of ^ = 1.86 x 10" 
and 1.00 x 10" cgs units, correapocdiag to an overall rigidity of the outer 
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Fig. 2. — Vsluti of b. i. and /us foficaoa of 'be ngidity of the «iih's ouier core 
for several eartii model» all facvtng «A «smBed »vliö son« core with a rigidity of 

40 x 108 eg» unit* 



cote of between scro and B.53 x 10» cgs units. The results are iUustated in 
Figure 2. Each mouel is represented by two plots on Figure 2, one as a function 
of the overall core rigidity and the other as a function of the outer core rigtd<hr 
only. The values for the Bullen A model, without a solid inner core are also 
plotted cm Figure 2 for comparison. For rigidities of the out« core which asc 
much less tnan the assumed rigidity of the irner core, the values of h tad k 
are dretiained by äw rigidity of the outer core oal?, and are not affected by 
the rigidity of the inner core. As the rigidity of the outer cote becomes close 
to that of the inner core there is a slight effect on Üw values of the Love 
numbers. The values cf the Shida's number / are very nearb independent of 
the core rigidity. 

EFFECT OF THE CRUST AND OCEANS ON THE LOVE NUMBERS 

AH of the earth models considered so far have continental crusts. In order 
to determine the effect of the crust and of the ocean on the values of die cha- 
racteristic numbers tL: following modifications were made to the Jeffreys-Bullen 
B model. The upper fifty kilometers of the modd were replaced with ten kilo- 
meters of a pseudo-crust having a compressions! velocity of 4.0 km/sec, a 
shear velocity of 1.5 km/tec, and a density of 1.9 gm/ans plus for^, kilome- 
ters of mantle with a corapressional velocity of 7.8 km/sec, a shear velocity of 
4.38 km/sec, and a density of 3-34 gm/cms In this way it was hoped to be 
able to study the effects of an oceanic crust without considering the effects 
of the ocean layer itself. Hi's model is referred to as Bullen B modified. 

The effect of the ocean upon the observed earth tides is complicated. The 
program for a liquid layer on top of 2 solid sphere considers only a noo- 
viscous ocean, completely covering the earth, but it may give a first approxi- 
mation to äw effer of the ocean. For this purpose ä;e top five kilometers of 
the model Bullen B modified were replaced with five kilometers of ocean 
water; compfessional velocity 1.52 km/sec; shear velocity 0.0 km/sec; density 
1.03 gm/cm*. TTiis model is referred to as Bullen B Oceanic. The remaining 
pseudo-crust is not a good approximation to an oceanic crust, but since its 
effect in the Bullen B modified model was small, it was retained for reasons 
of convenience. The values of the characteristic numbers calculated for this mo- 
del are for the top of the crust, not for the top of the ocean. 

Figure 3 compares the values of b, k and /, tnd Figure 4 compared the 
gravimetric factor G, and the diminishing factor D for the Jeffreys-Bullen B 
model, the Bullen B modified model, an the Bullen B Oceanic model for 
various values of the rigiditjr of the outer core and assuming a solid inner core. 
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ocean, and for an oceanic model. 

Th? th«t values sf / are n« shown in Figure 3 because of insufficient sepam- 
tioo. Replacing a continental crust by an oceanic crust raiso tfie valws oi 
h, k, wi I slightly, but since all are raised by apptoxöBattly the same ratio, 
the factors G and D do not differ appreciably between tLc twe »»dels. The 
effect of adding an ocean layer is more striking. The value of ife is larger than 
for die model with ÜK oceanic crust, hit the value of I is much less eves 
than for the model with the continental crust. Therefore, there is a large effect 
upoü the values of G and D. It must be stressed that the values obtained for 
the Bullen B Oceanic model, which assuiws an idealized ocean, an give only 
an approximation to the effect of the oceac on the Love numbers. 
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for • model with an oceanic oust but no ocean, and for as oceanic mod«}. 

COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONAL DATA 

The Love number k can be obtamed direct!v from the ratio of the actuaJ 
period of the free nutation of the earth to that for a rigid earth. Combinations 
of the Lore numbers k .»nd A can be obtained from the vatae» of t1.,' diminishing 
factor. D = 1 +*--*, and the gfavimctric factor, G m I + k — $(2 k. 
Toma&dhck {18] Am obtains from the polar movement a value of * = 0.28, 
v'l-;ch agrees with the theoretical value of k = 0.29. calculated by Takcu- 
.ni [15] for the Jeffrcys-Builen farth model, and whid» Tomaschelc considers 
a nkMt reliable value. He also dtrtain« a value of A = 0,46 from aaumulated 

I 
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ebservätiom of gravity and tilt measurefflmts with D = 0J2 and G = 1.20. 
However, the close ngrecment of the observed value of k ftoffl the free mte- 
tiM of the etrth with the theoretka! vdue for the Jf ftf^s Bullea «rth ojodel 
is sMsewhat ausleadinj. as polnwd out b? Mur-k and MdcDonsIu {_8}. The 
Love number k critically depeads ufioo the suiface density p.. For the same 
model, TskeadM [16] obtains. 

k m 0.281 fof p, =  3.0 gm/cm9 

and k as 0,256 for ^ =  2,7 gm/cm3. 

Furtherfflore, dynamic effects of the re and (xmm, and even, perhaps, 
of convectioo ofi örth tide*, putkukriy the diurnal tide, mast be taken into 
«coont. Therefore the value of I — 0.28 obtained ftom the polar met«i«ot 
given by Tomaschek still seems tenötfive. Melchior [7], on Üw other band, 
considers that D = 0.706 ±: 0.01 and G — 1,20 ± 0.02 are the most proba- 
ble values for the earth. He values for the Love numbers i and * thus dedu- 
ced are 0.188 ± 0.06 and 0,482 =h 0.07, respectively, and are smalier than the 
most probable theoretically calculated values of K = 0.28 an 1 A = c 60, The 
most recent data obtaiacd, for iostaoce, !^ Pariisky [U] on the diminishing 
factor D, indicate more clearly tfiat tidal tilts are strongly influenced by 
« shallow, small scale » hetetogenieties of the earth's surface layers. The dif- 
ference of öie diminishing factor between the N-S and the E-W components 
is more than 20 per cent. Precise and s-, ^tecatic L=valuatioo of such effects on 
earth tidal tilts would add greatly to the understanding of eartfi tides. 

So far, the values of L for the combination of the Love number k tod 
Shida's number I in latitude variation still lack consistency. The pfoWem of de- 
tennining a definite value of L from latitude variation analyses cannot yet 
be regarded as solved. The value of Shida's number / quoted in the literature to 
date is priodpaily based on strain observations obtained by use of supcrinvar 
type extensomcters (Oswa [10 and 11]), and is found to be about 0.05- 

The most recent values of G from various tidal gravity measurements 
obtained principally during the International Geophysical Year ae now availa- 
ble, and are generally consistent with those obtained earlier as shown in Table 1. 
The significant fact is that the values of G for the semi-diumal tidal consti- 
tuent Mj at inland stations are definitely lower, around äw value of 1.14-1.16, 
than the values of 1.7-1.21 at stations close to oceans or to large bodies of 
water. A comparison of die values of G for the semi-diumai tidd constituent 
M, at various stations, as a function of the distance from the nearest ocean or 
large body of water, with the theoretical values for the tidal period of 12 hoars 
for the earth models of the Jeffreys-Bullen B oceanic and continental structure 



is shown in Figure 5. These two etrth roodcb assume (I) the range of average 
core rigidity 2.0-5-0 X 10" cgs; (2) the inn« core rigidity 4,0 X 101S cgs; 
and (3) the out« core rigidity 0.3 4-1.19 X 10" cgs. Figure 5 indicates tfiat 
stations far inland have vtlues of G cloyc to that predicted for the continental 
model of Jeffreys-Bullen B, while stations near large bodies of water have va- 
lues of G near to that predicted for the oceanic model of Jeffreys-Bullen B. 
It must be remembered, however, that these calculations are for * non-viscous 
flud completely covering the earth. Furthermore, the relationship between the 
values of the characteristic numbers observed on the floor of the ocean and 
those observed at a coastal station is for from clear Therefore, the agreemeni 
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Fig. 5. — Observed values öf the gravtmetft« factor (G) as a function of the observing 
stations' distance ftoia large bodies of water 
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betwseo the value of G for the oceanic model and that observed by stations 
ocar large bodies of water may be fortuitous, but the result docs indicate that 
differences in observed values of G with respect to the theoretical values are 
primarily due to the effects of the ocean and only secondarily to differences in 
the thickness of the crust. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The major results arising from this study are : 

1. The effect of a solid inner core on Ute characteristic numbers is negli- 
glible for reasonable values of the rigidity erf the outer core, 

2. There are slight variatioas in the Love numbers for the .wo density 
models used, and practically no variation between velocity models. This indi- 
cates that ftc presence or absence of a low velocity channel in the upper mantle 
has no effect on the value of the characteristic numbers. 

3. The assumption ^f an ocean completely covering the earth results '"a 
theoretical values for the Love numbers which are closer to the observed values 
than for the same model without the ocean. This indicates that the presence 
of large bodies of water near the observing station will have an effect on the 
Love numbers and therefore on the gravimetric ?nd diminishing factors. 
Figure 5 shows this relationship for the existing data. 

4. The thickness of the crust also has effect upon the Love numbers, 
but it is small compared to the effect of the ocean, 

Findly, two important matters still remain to be resolved. They are a 
calculation of the effect of the ocean upofi the earth tides as observed at a 
coastal station and the effect of discontinuities in the local geological sttULtute 
upon the observed values of the Love numbers. 
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